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Subject: Re: Inquiry about Chris Busby's relation with the Latvian Academy of
Sciences
From: Anita Draveniece <int@lza.lv>
NACKA TINGSRÄTT
Date: 2014-10-23 15:59
Avdelning 4
To: <Mattias.Lantz@physics.uu.se>
Dear Dr. Lantz!

INKOM: 2017-10-23
MÅLNR: M 1333-11
AKTBIL: 784

Herewith please find answers to your inquiry.
* Prof. Christopher Busby is not a member of the Latvian Academy of Sciences (LAS);
* It is to acknowledge that Prof. Busby has no relation to the LAS;
* The members of the LAS are not involved in formal collaboration with Prof. Busby;
Yet, at least one our Academy member (physicist) confirmed that he knows prof. Busby;
* As the LAS manages a 17-storey building and in recent years has quite many free
rooms, they are rented for offices and a small company with prof. Busby as the Board
member, has an office in the building of the LAS; This small company has actually no
relation to the LAS - no services etc.
* Prof. Busby has once given a lecture in the Meeting hall of the LAS, yet it was not
an event organized by the LAS itself.
* If necessay, you can gather more information from Ms. Ditta Rietuma. She told that
she would be happy to explain you more in detail the activities of "Environmental
Research, Ltd."
Kind regards,
-Dr. Anita Draveniece
Head, international relations unit
Latvian Academy of Sciences
Akademijas laukums 1
Riga LV 1050
Tel. + 371 67227391; mob.+371 26478619
Citējot Mattias Lantz <Mattias.Lantz@physics.uu.se>:
Dear Madam or Sir,
For some time, a certain Christopher Busby, claims to have the Latvian Academy of
Sciences as a professional address, see for instance in his CV dated November 2013:
http://www.llrc.org/misc/subtopic/cvbusby.pdf
I wonder if you could enlighten me on Busby's standing with the academy. For
instance:
* Is he a member of the academy? If yes, since when and in which division? Is he a
regular member or does he have any other sort of position?
* If not, does he have any other relation with the academy? Is there any salary payed
to him, or any other monetary compensation for any sort of services?
* Is there any office or other space made available for him at the academy?
* Has there been any seminars or other activities at the academy where Busby has been
involved?
* Is there any formal scientific collaboration between members of the academy and
Busby?
Thanking you in advance.
Best wishes,
Mattias Lantz
-Mattias Lantz - Researcher
??? ?????
Department of Physics and Astronomy
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